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Now Consumers Can Watch All Their PC Connect
Easily on Their HDTV via a No-Latency Wireless
HDTV Link
AMIMON announced today it has been selected by ASUS for its upcoming WiCast
EW2000 PC to TV connectivity kit. The WiCast is based on AMIMON's WHDI (Wireless
Home Digital Interface) technology; it enables users to wirelessly connect their PC
(desktop, notebook or netbook) to their TVs. The AMIMON based wireless PC to TV
connectivity products from ASUS will be available in September this year.
Additionally, ASUS has also announced that it will join the WHDI
(http://www.whdi.org/) consortium as an adopter.
The AMIMON based ASUS WiCast adapters will enable a simple and easy connection
between any PC and TV. The adapters will come as a set (HD video transmitter and
receiver) in a compact consumer friendly design, and will interface to the PC and TV
via HDMI. Adding to the ease-of-use, the adapters are powered by the PC's USB
ports making them highly portable for use with notebooks and netbooks.
With the AMIMON-based ASUS wireless PC to TV products consumers can view the
entire content of their desktop, notebook or netbook screen on their TV. Content
such as Internet video, flash media, digital photos and PC games can all be viewed
and experienced on the TV with a convenient wireless connection. AMIMON's
technology has no noticeable latency (less than one millisecond) enabling
consumers to enjoy full interactive PC applications on their TV, including gaming.
In addition to PCs, the WiCast can connect to any source device with an HDMI port
such as set-top-boxes (STBs) and gaming consoles to enable a wireless connection
from devices with HDMI ports.
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